MDES THESIS PROCESS SHOW

Submitted on November 13, 2018 - 3:33pm

EVENT

- Thursday, December 13, 2018
- 5–7pm
- Room 229, Art Building

This annual event allows Master of Design students to share their in-progress thesis projects through the poster format. Attendees are encouraged to give feedback to students in an informal, one-on-one / small group setting. Prospective students are welcome. People may arrive at any time during the two-hour period and stay as long as they wish.

POSTERS

KELSEY ASCHENBECK
"Digital Placemaking in Urban Spaces" Read more

HEIDI BIGGS
"Cycling Towards Better Understanding of Climate Change" Read more

DEREK BURKHARDSMEIER
"Augmented Woodworking" Read more

COREEN CALLISTER
"Listening by Design" Read more

PHILLIP CARPENTER
"Tangible Societies in Virtual Worlds" Read more

MATT IMUS
"Designerly Methods in Education" Read more

MAGDALENA NILGES
"Understanding Ecology through Design" Read more

JOO YEON OH
"Designing for Connectedness: Enriching Meaningful Long-distance Interactions" Read more

CLARE ORTBLAD
"Rethinking Plastic" Read more
ANGELA PICCOLO
"Designing Adaptable Wayfinding Systems" Read more

FRANKLIN VANDIVER
"Deficiency, inventory" Read more
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